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Prospects forbase metals hinge
SANDEEP DAGA
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struggled amid repeated lockdowns. HowevJr, it is highly
likely that chirese intensity of
demand for commodities will
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slump.
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cremental demand of metals in
2020 came ftom a single country i.e. china- on the one hand,
China stepped up local coII.
stmption of metals into infra-

structure spending. And, on
the other, iLs exporters replaced local manufacturers
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On the other hand, high
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manufacturers
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More than 90 per cent ofthe in-

on account of three factors
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fiom the rest ofdre world offset
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Base meta15 are

slowing Chinese intensity in
2on? The metal bulls think so,

Lunar holidays (February u)
and scrap importr into China
are sing after new policy was

cycles. At ex[eme points, it
gives pain to prcducers with

but history shows otherwise.
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supply growth smoothens
The supply chain for metals

Producersstep-up

was badly disrupted this year

Commodity prices move irl

to

consumers or

for consumers to absorb. This is
r€sulting in deferral ofdemand
and search for substitutes.
Unless metal pdces see a size-

able downward revision, physical demand-supply conditions

could put the bull market in
danger

viceversa.

Curendy high pdces are
pushing miners, smelters and
reflneE to step-up output to

Highvolatility
It is for the first time since 2009

that commodities have

at-

tained such popularity amongst
i[vestors. Iheir convictio[ and
thereby money at stake for a

bull market has
been growing every passing
long-lasting
moffh. Bulls

see no

interruption

in the uptrend in 2021.
Howevet history shows that
with high expectations and stake
come high volatility in prices. Ir"
respective of the debate whether
prices will make higher highs or
not in 2021, something that can
be said with ceftainty is that 2021
will see high volatility in metal
price.s.
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